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A project-driven conservation and leadership organisation that strives to
create opportunities for economic and social equality and achieves its
mission by initiating and implementing programmes concentrated in four
main areas:

•Conservation
•Social
• Advocacy and Awareness
• Experiential Education



As an NGO we are able to operate in a supportive role for conservation
agencies and private landowners.
 Support can include planning, facilitation, technical and fundraising.
 Mostly we try and work with our partners to identify needs, gaps and
opportunities where we can work together to address specific issues.
 Mountain Zebra Camdeboo Corridor Project is a good example of how
we work

Introduction
• WF Conservation Programme: Protected area and management
effectiveness focus
• Consolidation idea first proposed 2003
• Highlighted again in CEPF Ecosystem profile (2010)
• Natural partnership: SANParks/Wilderness Foundation
• First phase: April 2012 until February 2014

Who, what, where and how
• Wilderness Foundation and SANParks working with
private landowners
• Aim: to create a conservation corridor between
Camdeboo and Mountain Zebra National Parks,
through voluntary contractual agreements with
landowners.

Principles
• work with, rather than displace, current conservation-compatible landuse practices
• appropriately management rangeland, eco-tourism and sustainable
resource use areas
Expected outcome
An enlarged and consolidated corridor of formally protected areas made
up of a matrix of both privately and SANParks managed land that
addresses various conservation objectives, e.g. reducing the threat
from natural gas prospecting; encouraging conservation compatible
range management; improving the protection of endangered species;
and stimulating a sustainable agriculture, eco-tourism and conservation
driven economy.
The corridor envisions:
To maintain the current landscape in terms of its scenic,
biodiversity and landscape value through collective action by the
private landowners and to protect the area from detrimental
developments.

The Camdeboo-Mountain Zebra Corridor has significant
biodiversity value and meets the criteria of the National Environmental
Management: Protected Areas Act (No.57 of 2003} for the declaration
as a Protected Environment ( to be known as the Mountain Zebra Camdeboo
Protected Environment: MZCPE).
Purpose of the MZCPE
• enable owners of land to take collective action to conserve biodiversity on
their land and to seek legal recognition therefore
• protect the areas sensitive to development due to its – biological diversity;
natural characteristics; scientific,cultural, historical, archaeological or
geological value; scenic and landscape value; or provision of environmental
goods and services
• to maintain the current landscape of the area which has, through historic
management practices, maintained its biodiversity value

Corridor highlights
 Falls within the Sneeuberg centre of endemism
 Houses a diverse assemblage of plants and animals
 Is a transitional area between four biomes and includes six
major vegetation types poorly conserved elsewhere in South
Africa
 Includes a Globally Important Bird Area
 It is an important area for conservation of the water catchments
for the Great Fish River which drains the basins to the north of
the Tandjiesberge
 An area with unique and valuable scenic and landscape
characteristics

Creating development options:
Partnerships and the long term
view
• The two national parks are important components of
the corridor as they provide the institutional
• Support, experience and long term commitment which will give the
corridor the sustainability required.
• Both park managers are involved in the implementation of the corridor
project and this was done deliberately to demonstrate commitment and to
encourage the building of relationships between landowners and SANParks
staff.
• Conservation and tourism forum

Apart from the range of attractions found on private land and those yet to be
developed the consolidated conservation corridor would be able to offer a
number of unique attractions:
• Some the best Karoo scenery available, including the Valley of Desolation
and Spandaukop.
• A Globally Important Bird location, offering a good opportunity of seeing a
variety of Karoo endemics and raptors, as a draw card for birders.
• A base for cultural tourists, located around historic Graaff-Reinet and near
to the internationally known “Owl House” of Nieu Bethesda.
• The largest concentrations of grassland herbivores in South Africa.

Conclusion
Camdeboo-Mountain Zebra Corridor Project is taking an holistic approach to
the conservation and development challenges of the Karoo
 Privately owned land can make a far more significant contribution if it is
managed with broad objectives in mind and if land parcels can be
managed as part of a collective / grouping / matrix of private and state run
areas
 Incorporating conservation objectives into overall land management plans
has a number of positive spin-offs for land owners.
 Attention needs to be given to management effectiveness to ensure
maximum benefits to the owner of the land.
 A number of support networks are available for landowners
 Corridor provides opportunities for private landowners and SANParks to
cooperate to create the envisioned matrix of land uses that promotes
conservation, facilitates economic opportunities and focuses on
development options that will not limit those of future generations.

It is unlikely that future generations will wish that
we had fracked more
in the Karoo
but it is very likely that they will wish that we had
managed the land better and set aside more areas
for conservation.

